List of speakers – IOM Summer School on Migration 2017

Ms. Nadya Jaworsky is an associate professor in the sociology department at Masaryk University in the Czech Republic. She received her B.A. from Wellesley College and her M.A., M.Phil. and PhD from Yale University. Her PhD dissertation focused on debates about unauthorized immigrants: ‘It’s just not Main Street anymore!’ Mapping Out the Boundaries of Belonging in a New Immigrant Gateway. In 2014, she co-authored Obama Power with Jeffrey C. Alexander. The Boundaries of Belonging: Online Work of Immigration-Related Social Movement Organizations, has been published by Palgrave Macmillan in 2017. Her current research focuses on newspaper coverage of refugees entering Canada and the United States. https://www.muni.cz/en/people/370423-bernadette-nadya-jaworsky

Ms. Fatima Eldiasty of Egypt is Senior Regional Protection Officer with UNHCR. She has joined UNHCR in 2003 where she acquired distinguished experience working at particularly challenging duty stations, namely Yemen, Syria, Iraq, Zimbabwe. Additionally, Ms. Eldiasty has HQ experience having worked at UNHCR Geneva and the MENA Bureau in Amman. Ms. Eldiasty is experienced with managing and coordinating emergency operations, having headed UNHCR offices in Duhok and Aleppo, respectively. Ms. Eldiasty has an impressive interagency coordination portfolio, having been appointed as Area Humanitarian Coordinator, Area Security coordinator and UN hub manager in Aleppo and earlier in Duhok, in addition to chairing protection sub-clusters, Non-food Items and Shelter sub-clusters, Camp coordination and Camp management sub-Clusters in Syria and Iraq.

Ms. Eva Janská is an assistant professor at the Charles University in Prague who specializes in international migration, migration policy, integration/adaptation of foreigners into majority society and integration/adaptation of second generation. She obtained her PhD in regional and political geography from the Charles University in Prague in 2003. She worked as a visiting lecturer at the Universidad de Sevilla, Spain (2004-2005, Erasmus-Socrates teaching internship), at the Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute in Hague (1999), at the University of Oslo in Norway (1997) and at the Warsaw University (1997). She also lectured at the Faculty of Arts, Minash University in Melbourne, Australia (1995) during her five-month doctoral internship. Eva is a member of the Czech Geographical Society and works as a researcher at the Geographic Migration Centre (GEOMIGRACE). http://www.geomigrace.cz/?q=en/node/38

Ms. Lucie Sládková has been a Head of IOM office in the Czech Republic since 2000. Ms. Sládková is a leading specialist in migration issues, focusing particularly on immigration, counter-trafficking and human rights concerns. She studied at the Faculty of Pedagogy of South Bohemian University in České Budějovice, Czech Republic. She obtained her PhD from the Charles University in Prague. In the years 1994-1995, Ms. Sládková studied migration as a Fulbright Scholar at the University of Maryland in Washington, D.C. After working as a teacher for several years, Ms. Sládková started her work for Foreigners’ and Border Police Headquarters in 1991. Subsequently – prior to starting her career at IOM – she worked for the Ministry of Interior of the Czech Republic at the Department of Immigration and Border Control. http://www.iom.cz/home
Ms. Petra Ezzeddine is a social anthropologist (PhD). She lectures at the Department of Anthropology and Gender Studies, Faculty of Humanities, Charles University in Prague. She teaches courses on anthropology of migration, gender in migration, anthropology of family and methodological courses. Her research deals with gender aspects of migration, transnational forms of parenthood (Sasakawa Scholarship for Young Leaders), the globalization of care for children and the elderly (Erste Fellowship Generations in Dialogue) and female migrant domestic workers. She is a member of the editorial board of the academic journals Cargo and the Journal of Human Affairs. She works closely with several Czech and Slovak non-governmental organizations, research institutions and IOM Prague. https://issuu.com/erste-foundation/docs/02_ezzeddine

Ms. Viera Žúborová is political scientist by background and she operates at the Faculty of Social Sciences of University of St. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava since 2008. During these years she operates at the faculty also as the vice-dean from research and strategic project, and leaded the Department of political science and European studies. She also works as managing editor of Slovak Journal of Political science. Since 2016 she operates as senior research fellow at the think- tank Centre for European and North Atlantic Affairs (CENAA). She focuses on issues of political communication, and migration discourse, tranzitology and question on post-communism. As a visiting PhD scholar, she operated at the The Université libre de Bruxelles (2010). https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Viera_Zuborova

Mr. Dušan Drbohlav is a Prague based researcher and a chair of the Department of Social Geography and Regional Development at the Faculty of Science, Charles University in Prague. He is also a leader of GEOMIGRACE - the Geographic Migration Centre. His academic work and research primarily focuses on behavioral geography, population and social geography. Within these fields he investigates international migration and immigrants´ integration issues both in the Czech Republic and in a broader European context. Mr. Drbohlav is also interested in other forms of mobility, regional and settlement preferences of populations and mental maps. Dušan Drbohlav published numerous articles and books throughout his academic career. web.natur.cuni.cz/ksgrrsek/geomigrace/?q=en/node/35

Mr. Salim Murad is a lecturer at the Department of Social Science of the Political Science and Pedagogical Faculty, South Bohemian University. From April to June 2003, he was a visiting fellow at the Refugee Studies Centre, Queen Elizabeth House, University of Oxford. He also studied at the Institute of Political Science, Copenhagen University in 2004. Mr. Murad obtained his master’s degree in Migration and Intercultural Relations and wrote his PhD on Theory of Politics in 2011 at the Comenius University in Bratislava. He is course director of EMMIR is the European Master in Migration and Intercultural Relations http://www.emmir.org/faculty/course-directors/

Mr. Robert Stojanov obtained his PhD in environmental geography from the University of Ostrava in 2010 with the thesis “Environmentally-induced Migration in the World“. He is member of the Migration Policy Centre, European University Institute. He worked as an assistant professor at the Geographic Migration Centre (GEOMIGRACE) in Prague and Department of Social Geography and Regional Development, Faculty of Science at the Charles University. He specializes in a relationship between environment, development and security, international migration and development, relationship between environmental shifts including climate change and population processes. He is also a member of editorial board of an international Journal of Immigrant & Refugee Studies and international editorial board of journal Migration and Development. http://www.stojanov.org/en/

Mr. Michal Vašečka received his Ph.D. (2004) in sociology from Masaryk University in Brno. As a visiting scholar he operated at the New School University in New York (1996-1997) and at the University of London (1998), in 2008-2009 he lectured at the Georgetown University in Washington, DC. Since September 2002 he has lectured at the Faculty of Social Studies of Masaryk University in Brno. Between the years 2005 and 2011, Dr. Vašečka worked as a researcher at the Institute for Research in Reproduction and Integration of Society. Currently Michal Vašečka lectures at the Faculty of Social and Economic Sciences of the Comenius University Bratislava. He has been selected as a representative of the Slovak Republic in the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI), human rights body of the Council of Europe. http://www.muni.cz/people/6679?lang=cs
Mr. Martin Kahanec, Professor at the Central European University in Budapest. Co-founder and Scientific Director of CELSI, Bratislava. Visiting Research Fellow at Harvard University's Labor and Worklife Program. Affiliated Scholar at Centre for Population, Development and Labour Economics (POP), MERIT, United Nations University, Maastricht, and University of Economics in Bratislava. Visiting Research Fellow and former Deputy Program Director "Migration", leader of the research sub-area EU Enlargement and the Labor Markets and Deputy Director of Research (2009) at the Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA) in Bonn, Germany. https://people.ceu.edu/martin_kahanec

Mr. Tomáš Sobotka (Wittgenstein Centre Vienna - Migration and Demography). He leads the VID research group on Comparative European Demography. He received his PhD in Demography from the Population Research Centre, University of Groningen (the Netherlands) in 2004. In 2005-2010 he was managing editor of the Vienna Yearbook of Population Research and in 2012-2017 he was the principal investigator of the ERC-funded research project EURREP (Fertility and Reproduction in 21st Century Europe, www.eurrep.org ). In February 2017 he received the “Allianz European Demographer Award”. Currently he is a member of the European Association for Population Studies (EAPS) Council. http://www.wittgensteincentreforresearch.org/en/staff/member/sobotka.htm

Mr. Dušan Drbohlav is Associate Professor in the Department of Social Geography and Regional Development, Faculty of Science at the Charles University in Prague and a leader of the GEOMIGRACE (Geographic Migration Centre) research team. He specializes in researching international migration issues and immigrants’ integration into host societies, and participates in research projects for both domestic and foreign organizations such as the European Commission, the Council of Europe, the International Organization for Migration, and the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. http://www.migrationpolicy.org/about/staff/du%C5%A1an-drbohlav


Mr. Martin Váně, is a humanitarian manager. In 2002 he was a Project manager at Caritas Czech Republic (CCR) Mission, Ingushetia, Russia; From 2003 to 2006 he worked for Caritas in Moldova and Ukraine. From 2006 to 2010 he worked on post-tsunami assistance as Head of mission of Caritas in Aceh Province, Indonesia. From 2010 to 2011 he was Programmes Director of Thailand Burma Border Consortium (TBBC). Since 2012 he worked for the Danish Refugee Council (DRC) in Horn of Africa region as Area Manager for Somaliland and as MENA region Country Director- DRC Maghreb (Libya, Tunisia, Algeria). https://www.linkedin.com/in/martinvane/